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Ramadhan love brings smiles
WHAT could be more rewarding than witnessing the joy and melting into the smiles of
232 children during the holy month of Ramadhan?
Students from SK Tan Sri P. Ramlee were overjoyed by the love brought by Ivory
Properties Group Berhad charity arm Ivorycares and Penang Times Square Marrybrown
Restaurant during their ‘Kasih Ramadhan Membawa Senyuman’ charity do recently.
The group gave each of the student a goody bag containing daily essential items,
specially made kuih bahulu and kurma cupcake as well as a green packet.
The children were particularly delighted with the special appearance of Marrybrown
mascot ‘Chip Munk’ and were seen squeezing their way in to shake hands with it.
More than 20 per cent of the students from SK Tan Sri P. Ramlee are either orphans or
coming from single parent families while a minority of them are special needs students.
Earlier, the volunteers were welcomed with a round of applause from students and
teachers awaiting anxiously at the school gate.
The pre-school students then led the audience to sing two Hari Raya songs with their
adorable dance moves before the special needs students took over the floor by performing
nasyid.
Giggles, shrieks and bouts of boisterous laughter were heard throughout the event.
Ivorycares vice president II Arwen Noew said the event was a simple gesture from the
group to show their care for the less fortunate children.
“We want them to know that they will not be alone this festive season for there are nice
people out there who care about them,” she said.
SK Tan Sri P. Ramlee headmistress Normala Mohd Noor thanked Ivory Properties Group
Bhd for bringing warmth and care to the students during the holy month.
“Children are the hope of the nation. Attending such event makes them feel the love,
care and expectation from the society.
“This way, they will get motivated to work towards a brighter future against all odds.

“Just like the saying goes, if there is a will, there is a way so let us work hand in hand for
the success of our children,” she said.
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